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Education and Discipline at WPPS – Community Approach  
 

My previous article alluded to the importance of our children 
learning vital social skills such as manners, kindness and empathy 
at home, along with having chores that develop an independent 
ethos of work. The problem, however, is rather more complex 
than children just not doing the washing-up. Part of it is the rise in 
low-level disruption. The inordinate emphasis on group work and 
the general pressure on teachers to be “facilitators of learning” 
who roam among a bustling class, rather than teaching to it from 
the front, is part of the reason why general noise and  
inattentiveness is considered normal. In some places, it is simply 
expected. With the boundaries shifted in this way, so that “good” 
behaviour is what we would have considered bad some 20 years 
ago, a naughty child has to go even further to stand out from the 
crowd and attract attention. This explains why rudeness and  
talking back at teachers are on the increase.  
 

Secondly, many younger teachers are made to feel inadequate 
when they complain about this. It is not unusual for their seniors 
to believe that if there is bad behaviour, it is the teacher’s fault for 
not having been engaging enough. I cannot tell you the number of 
times I have heard children explain away their bad behaviour by 
saying that the lesson wasn’t interesting enough. Teachers are 
here to teach, not entertain.  So what’s the answer?  
 

We urgently need to move away from punishment towards  
corrective engagement.  Children should not be kept in line for 
fear of corporal punishment, but rather through a profound sense 
of right and wrong – of duty, pride and obedience, of not bringing 
shame on their parents’ heads or that of the school. We need to 
increase self-respect, pride in one’s appearance and a degree of 
ownership for one’s learning. A child needs to be in an attitude of 
wanting to learn before the learning begins.  
 

Therefore, we want to approach the following issues differently: 
 

Appearance and Arrival 
In the morning, Mr Weaver and I will walk around and have a 
presence amongst the boys as they arrive for school.  In so doing 
we will check for the following – hair is cut to specifications; shirts 
are tucked in; shoe laces are tied; that the boy is wearing school 
shoes and that his uniform is clean. If the need arises, he will be 
sent to the Deputy Head and, in some cases, sent home  
immediately for a haircut or appropriate remedy. 
 

Walking around the School 
All corridors adjacent to the classrooms will be quiet zones.  
Children are to walk, not run; they are to talk quietly and reflect 
from lesson to lesson. It is important for them to distinguish be-
tween an area of play and an area of learning. Equally important is 
for them to learn the appropriate behaviour required in different 
contexts.  

While they are walking between classrooms there may be lessons 
continuing, therefore, this is also an aspect of respect for the 
learning of their peers.  
 

Lost Property 
This is not a problem of property that is lost. It is property that is 
abandoned. Therefore, it is essentially a problem of  
irresponsibility, showing little regard for one’s possessions and a 
sense of entitlement. I am yet to find a smart phone, X-Box, iPad 
or some technological entertainment device generally abandoned 
in public.  
 

Simply, the children don’t value looking after their school items as 
much as their entertainment devices. Ms Salomo will publish a list 
of lost items via the internet. Parents are encouraged to look at 
this and, if their child’s name appears, then they are to send their 
child with an item that he values. That will be his payment for 
retrieving his lost item. This item will be returned after three 
weeks, which I think will be sufficient penance for that lost cap, 
jersey or bag. 
 

The consequences for transgressing will be community service 
during the breaks on the same day. Staff members will supervise 
this. Community service will range from sorting through lost prop-
erty, sorting through recycling, sweeping the corridors or picking 
up litter. These have been selected as there is a connection be-
tween them and self respect, pride in appearance and taking own-
ership of one’s space. It develops the principle of stretch and re-
ward that I mentioned previously. The connection of using one’s 
time to contribute constructively is preferred to the use of fear.  
 

WAYNE NAIDOO 
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Wetpups Extreme Adventurers 
 

WPPS is gaining an admirable tradition of ‘extreme adventurer’ 
old boys who, after gaining sponsorship, are willing to put their 
lives on the line for the benefit of charities to which they are  
committed. Read on to learn about three such alumni. 
 

https://www.facebook.com/Western-Province-Preparatory-School
-Alumni-277292728963383/?hc_ref=PAGES_TIMELINE 

Grade 4 History Talk 

The Grade 4 boys and teachers were privileged to listen to Joline 
Young’s talk about her first children’s book that she will launch in 
March. She is a history researcher and writer who was inspired by 
Mrs Patty Davidson of the Heritage Museum in Simon’s Town to 
research the history of Simon’s Town. 'Lucy's Dream' is a local his-
tory children's story about Apartheid forced removals in Simon's 
Town. The author’s dedication captures the essence of her 
talk: “This book is dedicated to all South African children. You are 
each uniquely special. Let your light shine. You hold the torch for 
the future of our beautiful country”. 
 

PS: Patty Davidson is the maternal grandmother of Matthew Prins, 
an old WPPS boy. 

Grade 6 Bookstall at Fun Night 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Please help us fill our shelves with loads of good quality, second 

hand 
BOOKS 

DVDs and CDs 
ELECTRONIC fun and educational GAMES 

 
We will be running a COMPETITION for the Grade that collects the 
most items for the Bookstall. 

(No magazines please) 

https://www.facebook.com/Western-Province-Preparatory-School-Alumni-277292728963383/?hc_ref=PAGES_TIMELINE
https://www.facebook.com/Western-Province-Preparatory-School-Alumni-277292728963383/?hc_ref=PAGES_TIMELINE


Eden Road Notes 
 

SPORT & EXTRAMURALS  
NO CAP, NO PLAY! Please remember to apply sunscreen regard-
less of the weather.  
 

GRADES N - 2 SPORTS DAY  
This event takes place on Friday, 17 March, from 08:30 - 10:30.  
Grades N and R to wear their Wetpups T-shirts and Grades 1 and 2 
boys to wear their blue Quantec shorts and house T-shirt. Please 
remember to apply sunscreen and wear a cap.  
 

REMINDERS  
Mon 27  Chores for Paws Begin 
Fri 3 Mar  Stump Cricket  

Thought for the Week 
 

“Happiness is mostly a by-product of doing what makes us feel 
fulfilled.” 
 

American paediatrician Dr Benjamin Spock (1903-1998) 
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Welcome back to some inspiring  
Old Boys  

 

Our Eco Club met to brainstorm their plans for the term in order 
to raise awareness about eco and sustainable issues. They invited 
alumnus, Tom Chevallier, from Plant the Seed Education to join 
them and hear their ideas and inspire them. Thanks again Tom for 
giving back and getting involved in educating and inspiring the 
Wetpups boys!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Another alumnus, Darren Smith who is only 24 years old, came to 
speak to the Grades 6 and 7 boys about entrepreneurship and 
how anything is possible. He truly inspired the boys to believe in 
themselves and look for opportunities and find solutions.  
 

Thank you Tom and Darren, you are both true solutionaries, and 
represent everything that our school vision and mission promotes. 

Grade 1 Rosen Castle Outing 
 

Last week Wednesday Grade 1R went to Rosen Castle Activity 
Centre in Durbanville. On Thursday, Grade 1F had their turn. The 
boys were very excited about their first outing in Grade 1. They 
thoroughly enjoyed being bankers, news anchors, bakers and 
cashiers at the supermarket for the day.  
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Prep Schools’ Cricket Festival 
 The 1st XI took part in the annual Prep Schools' Cricket Festival, 
hosted by Merchiston Preparatory School in Pietermaritzburg. The 
first fixture was against a very strong Merchiston side. We won the 
toss and decided to bat in an all-day, declaration format. Alex 
Griffin was the mainstay of our batting, scoring an excellent half 
century. The declaration format was a great learning curve for our 
boys, with much discussion ensuing between the players as when 
to declare. Our skipper called the boys off at 143/7, leaving 45 
overs to bowl Merchiston out for the win. A great tussle followed, 
with the game ending in a draw. 
  
Our Saturday fixture against Cordwalles proved to be a very disap-
pointing affair. A poor batting display on our part saw us manage a 
very low score, easily achieved by Cordwalles. We decided to play 
a second game, which was a complete contrast in performance 
from the two teams. We managed to bowl Cordwalles out cheaply, 
and won the game by eight wickets. Mikey Richardson was the pick 
of the bowlers, claiming four wickets for just three runs. Despite 
this, it was a poor day of cricket from our boys, especially with the 
bat, with many tough lessons being learned. 
  
The final day saw us paired up with St John’s from Johannesburg. 
They are traditionally a very strong sporting school, and we were 
to have our work cut out for us. We batted first and, again, manag-
ing 145 in our allotted 30 overs. It was great to see our batsmen 
taking more ownership of their wickets, with Alex Griffin, again, 
the pick of the batsman with 61 runs, supported by a great knock 
of 32 from skipper, James Raubenheimer. Our bowling attack 
struck with an early wicket, and we managed to keep the run  
scoring to a minimum for the first few overs. Unfortunately, the 
rain began to fall and no further cricket took place. 
  
Well done to all the boys for their effort on the field over the three 
days, their discipline throughout the tour, and for being great am-
bassadors for Wetpups.  
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Grade 2 Kirstenbosch Outing 


